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Some Fads Just Never Make It
By Orlando Medina
America has always honored its geniuses
and the people who took ideas and sold them
to the unsuspecting public. For example,
when Art Linkletter wasn't interviewing kids
or cutting anti-dope records, he managed to
make a nice investment in the sales a: .d
production of hula hoops. Linkletter stands
as an example of a true American.
When Thomas Edison spent many a
sleepless night experimenting with various
filaments to make his dream of an incandescent bulb come true, Americans later
honored his memory. His bulb burned for
hours and was later adapted to work in
refrigerators.
However, the one flaw which has always
plagued this country is its neglect of those
pioneering individuals who broke through
the constraints of non-progressive
civilization but somehow their ideas never
quite ma,•e a big splash with the buyers. This
also includes those people who came up with
a revolution in social practices (fads) but
were never recognized by Americans because

the fads were never p
up.
Who can forget the Reverend Bert Sprigg,
who attempted to manufacture a type of
religious candy in the shape of a cross. Unfortunately no one would buy the famous
"Life Savior" snacks.
During the age of recycling, one major
manufacturer tried to market a combination
bread stick and Q-tip but too many people
complained of residue salt in various
ori_fices.

Then there was the man that invented the
six-day deodorant pad but too many people
had cramps in their arms after holding the
pads under their armpits for six days.
In the way of fashion and health there was
the positive/negative below earth shoe a few
years ago. This was a new concept where the
heel of the shoe was placed in the middle of
the sole. They might have been famous but a
lot of customers began to rock back and forth and became sexually involved with doors.

Former President Ford used to wear the
shoes on Air Force One all the time.
Just recently sponsors turned down the
idea of the Ronco Billy Carter Inertia Nutcracker. The kit consists of a ball peen hammer and a bowl. This went along with the
Billy Carter bar kit-a six-pack and six
paper bags.
One paperback book that never quite
made the best seller lists was "100 I Jokes
and Party Ice Breakers" by Earl Butz. This
book was beaten out for the worst seller list
by 100,000 leftover "Yes For Two" bumper
stickers.
A party game that was never quite accepted by the American public was based on
the Texas Chainsaw Massacre. In this game
everyone was chased around the room with a
McCullough power saw and a madman.
However, the gasoline shortage killed the
project.
The same company put out a game for
children which involved a microwave oven
(Comlnued
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is a pull-out activities calendar.
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In the Okie's Tradition

Escaping into Oblivion
By Rebekah Szymanski
There's one trend at UNM that
has probably been around a lot
longer than most students on
campus have been alive. It began
back in the thirties when students
started frequenting a place called
Oklahoma Joe's on the corner of
Central and University.

..

After a typical day of attending
class, students could escape into a
world of drunken bliss simply by
walking across the street, sitting
down at Oklahoma Joe's and
knocking off a pitcher or two of
beer.
Now, more than 40 years later,
UNM students are following right
in the tracks of their ancestors.
They still manage to escape into a
world of drunken bliss, and
probably on the very same spot
their forefathers did.
This historic plot of ground is
now known as Okie's. The place is
famous for attracting motorcycle
gangs, bums, pseudo-journalists
and other seedy characters.

On a typical night, which is any teeters back in his chair and finishes
night of the week, Bob Dylan is off three-fourths of his glass.
moaning from the juke box. At a
"I need to use the john," she
table nearby, four or five drunks
are slapping their mason jars, half- announces. "Excuse me, you
full of beer, down on the wooden you?"
tables in almost-time to the music.
The group seated at lhe table next
They are also doing amazing to them begin yelling about Jimmy
imitations of Bob Dylan moans.
Carter's economic policy. A girl
announces. "Excuse me;· will
All of them have a specific excuse She droops her head over slightly,
for getting drunk in Okie's that dragging her long, tangled hair in
afternoon. They had a good day. the cigarette ashes and potato chip
They had a bad day. There is crumbs that cover the table top.
nothing better to do. It is happy
hour and they are simply taking
The guy sitting beside her takes a
advantage of the prices. A test is long drag from his cigarette butt
coming up and they need to relax. It and tosses it across the table to the
is a time-honored tradition ...
floor. The girl lifts her knee over
the bench, trying to get away to the
For some people these excuses bathroom and rams it into the edge
are an everyday occurrence.
of the table. The half-full pitcher
spills beer across the table top.
They sit near the juke box. A "Somebody go get another pitpitcher of beer and a mason jar cher." the guy on the end says.
stand side by side on the table in
Everyone scoots sideways in their
front of each of them. They guy on
the far end rolls up the sleeves on chairs and sweeps the beer with
his blue flannel work shirt, then their hands until it is on the floor
lights up a filterless cigarette. He and out of their own table space.
The girl returns with a package of
pretzels. "The bathrooms are
stopped up again." She bites the
top of the pretzel package with her
teeth tears the top off, spits the torn
wrapper on the floor and reaches
into the package. "When they
gonna get those damn toilets fixed?
I needed to roll up the my pant legs
just to sit on the john."
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A tall, sullen guy in overalls
comes by with a mop, glaring at the
girl as he sweeps the beer around on
the floor. She smiles and offers him
a pretzel. He stares at her and walks
away to the wood pile.
The front door swings open and a
guy in a mud-covered green jacket
trudges in. He orders a snifter glass
of bourbon and finds a table near
the fire. The table of drunks begins
to sing "Subterr51nean Homesick
Blues" with Bob Dylan's voice. The
guy in the green jacket props his
feet onto one of the vacant chairs
and stares into the fire.

I
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Neither rain, nor snow and especially gloom of night can
stop the tun at Okie's. A few patrons yuk it up here after a
hard day of cutting class.

"Twenty years of schoolin' and
they put you on the day shift. .. , "
blares from the juke box.
The flame from the fire loses
light. He drops his feet to the floor
and swallows the rest of his
bourbon.

Latest Slang:
It's Bad, Man
By Tim Gallagher
Like this is going to be a really outrageous dictionary about the
phrases people are using like fifty million times, y'know? Hope you
really get into it, y'know whadimean? I mean, like I hope it's not a
bummer. But basically, I hope you really can get off on it.
BLOOD-An expression used upon greeting to signify common
sanguinary tendencies. Like, when you see someone you haven't seen
for like a really long time you say, ''Hey blood.''
BEAUTIFUL-When I was out on the coast, y'know, all these fat
guys in sunglasses said this to other fat guys in sunglasses.
BAD-I really can't get into this one. Like the black dudes say it,
when they mean something is excellent.
BASICALLY-Well basically, you use this to kill time when you're
talking about something you know nothing about.
COOL-During Berkeley and Columbia we were really into this.
CUT ME SOME SLACK-Hey lay off, will ya?
CATCH YA or CATCH YA' LATER-When I wanna split real
bad 1 say this to people to sort of make them feel better as I walk
away.
CHICK-Don't use it if she's bigger than you.
EXCELLENT-Like, top of the line, man.
EVIDENTLY -Only the people really up on the latest use this one.
It's pretty new. I think they got it from watching too many old
Dragnets.
FOXY LADY-Another one the hip dudes use, but they don't say
it to any women bigger than they are, either.
FAR-OUT -If you dig John Denver, you can use it. Otherwise expect to be thrown out of any self-respecting establishment, even the
LOBO office.
GET OFF ON IT-1 think it's got some sexual connotations, but I
really ain't sure. You can get off on anything from Bogart movies to
four-fingered babies.
GROOVY-This is from Woodstock. Y'know, when we were stardust and we were golden.
HEAVY -My dad's using this one and he thinks he's really the
eat's meow.
INTENSE-A lot of these guys that are into sports use this if the
players arc too high to concentrate.
OUTRAGEOUS-I can remember this one from a couple of years
ago in New York. Like Grand Funk was really outrageous-yeah,
outrageously awful.
PRINCE-Another one those fat California dudes use. Someone's
a prince if they put your mistress in a Grade-B flick.
RIGHT ON-I once heard an old man say something was "Right
over.''
RUDE-This is still pretty big in high school, but if you say it in
English JOt you'll probably get stared at.
THE SHITS-formerly the pits. It's the lowest of the lows.
REALLY-I don't really like use this really a lot and it's only cool
if you really don't use it much.
TOP SHELF-They use this in Maynard, Iowa.
A TRIP-Started out with LSD trips, but when people got into
Jesus it took a slightly less potent meaning. It's permeated into the
upper-ages of the culture so it's not cool.
TACKY -Our editor says her mother has used this for years, so I
wouldn't. Postcards of Indian babies and dogs kissing are tacky.
SIT ON IT -I wouldn't unless it was soft.
TWIT-Also called DWIT east of the Rockies. Dobie Gillis was a
twit.
UP YOUR NOSE WITH A RUBBER HOSE-Not unless it's
pliable, man.
Y'KNOW or Y'KNOW WHADIMEAN-You can punctuate a
speech or answer to a prof's questions with these if you're stalling till
someone else puts up their hand.
This isn't really like a comprehensive-type dictionary, but I never
claimed to be a Noah Webster, y'know.
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ASPEN, Colo. (UPI-Singer
Claudine Longe! Monday pleaded
to a judge for leniency, then was
sentenced to 30 consecutive days in
jail and placed on two years
probation for the shooting death of
her lover, pro skier Vladimir
"Spider" Sabich.
Miss Longet, who had faced a
maximum sentence of two years in
jail and a $5,000 fine, said after the
sentence w~s imposed she "fell into
the hands of a district attorney who
was more concerned with his own

ambition than with finding truth
and justice."
Defense Attorney Charles
Weedman said he would appeal,
thus delaying implementation of
District Judge George Lohr's
sentence. Lohr ordered Miss
Longe!, 36, to serve the sentence
anytime before Sept. 1 and pay a
$25 probation fine.
Singer Andy Williams, Miss
Longet's former husband, accompanied her to court and cried
softly when Lohr pronounced the

-~;========================;-

AIR FORCE
ROTC
The facts of the matter.
With something as important as your future being discussed,
it's very urgent that you get and understand all the facts. Air
Force ROTC can be an Important part of your future, and we'd
like to take this opportunity to outline some of the main facts of
that matter and Invite you to look further Into the subject.
The U.S. Air Force needs highly qualified dedicated officers.
Both men and women, and we need people in all kinds of
educational disciplines. Air Force ROTC offers 4-year, 3-year
and 2-year scholarships with $100 monthly tax-free allowance,
and contrary to what some people think, there Is no military
obligation during the first two years of the Air Force ROTC.
Upon college graduation you'll receive a commission In the
U.S. Air Force and the opportunity to compete for a challenging job with advanced educational opportunities.
Let's get together and discuss Air Force ROTC further. We'll
give you all the facts and clear up the fictions. It could be one
of the most Important talks you've ever had with anyone.
Contact Dept. Of Aerospace Studies
1901 Los Lomas 277-4602

AirFon:e ROTC

sentence. He walked to his wife,
hugged her and told reporters:
"She does not deserve to go to
jail,"
Miss Longe! was convicted Jan.
14, after a two-week trial, of
negligent homicide. Sabich was
killed last March 26 in the resort
chalet he and Miss Longe! shared
for 18 months. She claimed a .22caliber pistol discharged accidentally as Sabich was showing
her how to use it.
In her request for lenience, Miss
Longet told Lohr a harsh jail term
would adversely affect her children.
"At this point, I don't think
there is any more than can be done
to me than (has been) during the
last 10 months," she said.
"My children and I are very close
and I Jove them very much and they
firmly believe in my innocence,"
she told Lohr. "I wonder what they
will think when a system they
believe in would send me to
prison.''
She asked to be permitted to
serve any sentence on nonconsecutive days so she could care
for her children, as recommended
by a probation officer. Miss Longet
said the alternative was sending her
two boys and one girl to California
with Williams.
Lohr told Miss Longe!, 36, he
was convinced Sabich's death was
unintentional and recognized she
was "a good mother." But he said
her "conduct resulted in a death. A
crime was committed. No sentence
might undermine respect for the
law and she did not serve any time
(in jail) waiting for trial."
District Attorney Frank Tucker,
accused by Miss Longe! of using
her case to further his political
ambitions, said the prosecution
believed "any therapeutic value
from serving a sentence would be
achieved by serving it one day after
another."
Miss Longe! said she was
disappointed at Lohr's sentence,
but "because of the thousands of
letters I have received from all over
the world, reaching out with good
words and prayers
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independent nationwide
newsweekly with informa- l
tion you won't find anywhere I
else.
For Sale At:
Living Batch Bookstore
r
2406 Central S.E.
l
Salt of the Earth Bookstore ~
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NY Denied Financial Aid
WASHINGTON-The Senate Banking Committee said Monday
that Congress would turn down any request from New York City for
additional federal financial aid.
The Committee issued a report saying that there is "no need at the
present time for any additional federal assistance to New York City"
either to repay $1 billion in city notes no longer under a moratorium
or to extend the existing federal loan program beyond its expiration
June 30, 1978.
"Moreover," it said, "It is the judgment of the committee that
Congress would not approve any further aid for such purposes, were
it to be requested."

Gas Withholding Alleged
WASHINGTON-Some producers are deliberately holding
natural gas off the market that could help the nation through its
severe winter shortages, several members of Congress said Monday.
One said the withholding could lead to government takeover of gas
supplies.
"I have evidence," contended Rep. John Seiberling, D-Ohio,
"That producers in Texas and other states are deliberately
withholding gas from other states."

FBI Tapes to be Sealed
WASHINGTON-A federal judge Monday ordered the FBI's
tapes of its bugs and wiretaps on Martin Luther King Jr. be sealed in
the National Archives and removed only on court orders during the
next 50 years.
U.S. District Judge John Lewis Smith gave the FBI 90 days to
assemble all known copies of the tapes and transcripts of its surveillance of King and offices of his Southern Christian Leadership
Conference between I963 and 1968.

Agnew's Taxes Audited
WASHINGTON-The Internal Revenue Service Monday won a
legal battle for a single sheet of evidence it wanted for an audit of former vice president Spiro Agnew's 1973 tax return.
Disclosure the IRS was running a new audit on Agnew's affairs
came with an order by Federal Judge John H. Pratt to Agnew's
lawyers to produce their file copy of a bill to Agnew for legal services
from 1967 to 1972.

Bolles Slayer Testifies
PHOENIX, Ariz.-John Adam'son, who confessed he planted the
bomb that killed newsman Don Bolles, testified Monday he tried
before the slaying to talk to a deputy county atrorney about the plot,
but the official didn't have time to see him.
Adamson said he went ahead with the plan to kill Bolles because he
finally realized the alleged contact man, Max Dunlap, was "serious,"

House Votes on Price Limits
WASHINGTON-A House Committee voted Monday to limit
price increases on natural ga; to be bought under President Carter's
emergency proposals to increase the supply this winter.
Carter also wants authority to let the pipelines buy gas outside of
the controls set by the Federal Power Commission-meaning going
into the higher priced gas systems not regulated by the FPC.

t~~.3.9~~~.2.~.§;.§.:..-~.z

Cash for Cans will hold a commiucc mi;cting in

Santa Fe to consider a non-returnable containers bill
at 2:00 p.m. Feb. l in room 310 of the Capitol
Building,

Man- Fri
All Drinks
Bracelets of sterling silver and
H karat yellow gold. One for you,
one for somebody you love. A. Lady's
bracelet, $30. B. Man's bracelet, $35.
Something Beautiful for Everyone.s.M.
Use one of our convenient charge plans or
American Express • BankAmericard • Master Charge

EXTENDED TERMS AVAILABLE

Min~lin

~

Kiva Club Scholarships arc offered for Nntive
American sltldcnh. Apply at 1812 Las Lomas NE.
Ocadlinc Feb. 3 at4:00 p.m.

Sat Till9pm
Sun - Till 7 pm

SPURS will meet on Feb. l, 1977 at 6;30 p.m. in
room 250A SUD. All member.<; please aucnd.

Reg. Bar Drinks

New Mexico

soc

Tonight: L.B. Cottonwood
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Box 20, University P .0., UNJVI
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
Editorial Phone: (505)277-4102
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The New Mexico Daily Lobo is published
Monday through Fi'riday every regular week o~
't"e'Univcrsity year and weekly during the s~m·
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of the University of New Mexico, and; is _not
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Chicano Studies Policy Committee will meet Feb.
I, 1977 at 3:00p.m. in the Chicano Studies Center.

2For 1

Fine Jewelers Since 1919

Coronado Center

Chicano Studies Policy Committee: will meet Feb.

Suicide Classified Second
In Causing Student Deaths
By Lynne Moyer
Student suicides were the second
-./ leading cause of death in the 20-24
age group in 1974.
_
Carole, a UNM nursing graduate
· relating her experience with suicide,
said, "I felt so down, all.! wanted
to do was die. It came to a point
where the only way to ease the
depression was death,"
Carole w"s in school, and her
·fiance of two years had broken-up
with her, causing her deep
depression.
"I think I was trying to get back
at him, maybe trying to kill a part
of him if I died," Carole said.
Carole swallowed a bottle of percodan tablets, usually prescribed as
a pain reliever.
"I was prepared to die, yet I
secretly wanted to be found,"
Carole said.
Luckily a friend cal\!e by and.
receiving no answer ~from the
doorbell, convinced the manager to
open Carole's apartment. She was
rushed to the hospital and revived.
Statistics show that Carole's is
not an isolated case.
In New Mexico, death by suicide
outranks
murder
and
Albuquerque's suicide Tate per
capita is listed as fourth in the
. nation.
Two million persons living in the
United States have attempted
suicide and 25,000 succeed every
year.
The big question is why.
Statistics show that the rate of
suicide has doubled in the last few
years and the majority of people
who comprise these statistics ar~
white, urban middle to upper
class-supposedly those people
with the most to live for.
So why do they do it?
"It's an expression of internalized hostility," said Prof.
Ralph Norman, chairman of
psychology at UNM.
According to ·the Menninger
theory of suicide there are three
elements contributing to the act of •
suicide: a wish to kill or expression
of hostility; a wish to be killed expressing a need for selfpunishment; and a wish to die or
terminate your life and be freed,
said Norman.
"If one of these three elements
are missing he won't commit the
final act," Norman said.
"Loneliness, lack of sexuality,
lack of being able to contribute to
the guy next to you," Dorothy
Trainer of the Albuquerque Suicide
Prevention Center said, were
causes of suicide.
"These people start lacking communication," Trainer said. "They
find they have a meaningless life,
so they decide to kill themselves."
The lack of communication contributes to a feeling of leading a
meaningless life, said Trainer, and
the result is social isolation.
"These people usually have personality problems. They just can't
relate to p'eople and
to
situations-they just can't enjoy,"
Trainer said.
"Look at Freddie Prinze-he
worked his way up from the slums,
had a good career, then he had
some personal problems and he
tries to kin himself. What do
people want out of life?"
The incidence of suicide is higher
in societies that have a high order
of social responsibility, Norman
said. Students who get four "F's"
are often overwhelmed with guilt
feelings of not meeting a parent's
high standards.
"Young people have lots of
hostilities; against parents, the
system, the fact that the world
doesn't seem to care," Norman
said.

Eyeglasses &
Contact Lenses
Quality at reasonable cost

Casey Optical Co.
fNf'~<t rl001

to C.nSI'i'Y Rflx!ll Drug!
Lomag at Woshinglon 256-6329
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Italy Burning Delayed Mail
(UPI)-Italy recently burned a
mountain of undelivered mail
because of postal strikes,

slowdowns
deterioration
service.
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UNM
Aquinas Newman Center
1815 Las Lomas Rd., N.E.

Celebration Of The Eucharist:

Pl:'loto•. by Koren Panagako~

Agora, tl;le student-run suicide times when emotional problems
prevention program on campus become more pronounced, inreceives over 5000 cans a year from creasing the incidence of suicide
students who need help, said Joan calls for the Albuquerque Police
Pulakos, the student director.
Department, Captain Lane Vance,
"Our primary cans are for information officer for APD, said.
loneliness and depression,"
Their main strategy is to find out
Pulakos said.
the name of a friend or family
More cans are· received from member who can talk to the caller,
men, probably because men are less or to send a patrol car i.f an address
able to express their emotions. is voluntarily given, Vance said.
"They may need us as ·an outlet,"
Statistics show that 60 to 75 per
Pulakos said.
cent of psychiatric patients who
The calls are fairly evenly committed suicide had given a wardistributed over the semester and if ning to somebody.
any peak occurs, it is during finals
"When people call and say they
week which is normally a period of are going to kill themselves, an they
high stress.
are reany asking for is help," said
Holidays and school breaks are -Vance.

Saturday 4:30p.m.
Sunday 8:00,9:15,10:30,11:45a.m.
Monday- Friday 4:30p.m.
Wednesday evening: "Study Break" Mass 9: 00
p.m. in the small chapel, for students

Sacrament Of Reconciliation:
Monday- Friday 4:15- 4:30p.m.
Saturday 4:00- 4:30p.m.
Other Times: At Yout Convenience

Classes
Scripture (New Testament) ·Tuesday
7:00- 9:00p.m.
Inquiry (for non-Catholics or Catholics who
need recycling) Thursday 7:00 - 8:30p.m .

Counselling Available

preferably by appoi:n!!!!ent
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Wargamers Try
Reliving His tory
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A Memory-Filled Comment

The Good Old Fads
By George Gesner
Fads are slices of life, ideas that have their ups and downs like lines on a
biorhythm chart or memories that keep getting recycled.
Imagine an acne-faced teenage boy sitting in the corner of the Arnold
Farkwitz Memorial High School Gym on a Saturday night with his zoot suit
on. The boy can't dance because his suit's too long and his pants are
strangling his throat and to make things worse he had a deathly fear of
girls.

Some poor guy died one day in the late 50's trying to make a phone call.
He put in his nickel and was dialing a number when a fraternity came by
and squeezed into the booth. They found the guy after a while with a Davy
Crockett coonskin cap sticking out of his mouth.
As the decade changed the crowded beaches and hula hoops turned to.
crowded
motels and singles clubs.
The point is that the charges
the class was given an A. ImSome
kid
just raced by upside-down doing a handstand on a speedy
mediately he lowered it to a C. brought against UNM must be
skateboard
with
a flower in one ear, a transistor radio on his other ear and
Fortunately, he is not teaching examined in the public eye.
a Superball that he kept bouncing off the hot sidewalk with his protruding
Too
many
educational tongue.
at UNM because my attack on
his grade criterion was not the acrobatics exist at UNM. It is
People were daredevils then. This guy in a '63 T-Bird tried playing
time for them to cease.
first, second, or third attack.
chicken with a motorcycle gang called Heaven's Devils. We saw the guy's
If education is our priority, head atop the gang leader's handlebars.
2) I heard that a girl in home
economics was given a C then maybe we should ignore
Now, nudity was something we all could relate to. Encounter groups
because she was fat. Is this the claims of academic freedom in were the psychological way of ridding one's burdens. So-called hippie '
kind of grading we want in favor of an open educational communes were the taboo way of getting off.
process.
public education?
The topless bathing suits and see-through blouses were cool, especially
on
cold winter nights.
ln•••nnmn•••nm•m• um un•n nunmn••Letters ·m•nruu••nmnnnnn•mmununm•nml
Newlyweds found the old wedding-picture scrapbook a wee bit trite, so
they made their•own home•made honeymoon movies: · ..
- · ··· .......
The 70's brought a !itt e more modesty into the fashion trend as topless
suits turned into string bikinis and streakers were always looking for a
place to hide.
I'm sitting here now with a Tequila Sunrise in one .h.and an? a F~rrah
Fawcett-Majors
poster (worth every cent of that $6 million I pa~d for Ill on
Editor:
the 'wall. I'm thinking about the future and what fads may be m store for
There seems to have been some misunderstanding concerning us.
my position on capital punishment. I got no sense of satisfaction,
The new clothing trend in the future should include such summerwear
no feeling of revenge from Gilmore's execution, nor do I propose as fur-lined parkas to cover gold-lined Star Trek shirts with tight velvet
that the death penalty is the total solution to the crime problem.
pants to match. Posters of Jody Foster saying "I ~as a 14;year-o~d
Mr. Lees has suggested that I am ignorant of the "underlying prostitute" should be real big. Gambling on Mars, hu~t1ng UFO s, public
assumption" of capital punishment. I am not at all interested in executions, mass murder, nuclear war, test-tube bab1es and even helter
such theoretical intangibles. To say that society drives people into skelter may soon be in the realm of fashionable trends of the future.
crime is ridiculous.
DOONESBURY
by Garry Trudeau
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Editor's Note
. If Johnny Inc. wants his
opinion run, he should call f r
·the LOBO editor (277-4202) and
leave his real name, phone number and address.

Editorial Board
Unsigned editoriats represent a
majority opinion of the Dally LOBO
Staff. AU other columns, cartoons
and letters represent .the Opinion Of
the author and do not necessarily
renf!ct the itiOVIIS of the staff.

..

Sports Editor
Dave Belling

Managing Edi~or
Karen Moses
Arts and Media Editor
Lynda Sperber.
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. By David Belling
Napoleon wins at Waterloo and goes on to conquer Europe.
Rommel defeats the British at El Alamein and the Germans proceed to
conquer the Mideast.
These are only two of the many possible ways that wargamers every day
end up with results that differ from history.
Wargaming has been aroun·d for hundreds of years but in the last few
years it has become increasingly popular. From basically only one major
company publishing wargames the field has expanded until today there are
several major publishers and many smaller companies that publish
Wargiiilies.

, t:7:r

Every game recreates a historical battle, war, campaign, or a possible
future battle or war or even a science-fiction situation.
Wargames are becoming more popular for a variety of reasons. There
are now more wargames on the market than there have ever been before
and the companies are doing a better job of marketing their products. Also
many of the games are highly playable. Paul Gailard, a UNM student, said
wargames are becoming more popular because, "They are the only type of
game that really requires any thinking."
..
There are a wide variety of reasons for people liking to play wargames.
On one level wargames can be played just for fun and excitement. Another
UNM student, Tom Fisher, said the games "allow you to demonstrate that
history could be changed."
Robert Farmer said the reason he likes playing wargames is that "It
gives me a sense of power. It is like being a general or king."
Another, very popular reason. for people playing wargames is that they
are more coihplex than chess and also are more realistic than chess.
Everybody should be able to find a wargame that appeals to them as
there are games that COYer..eMery period of.histo~y. You can.ref.ight-the bat•.
tie of Waterloo. Southerners can fight the Civil War and see if slavery will
prevail. World War II games can result in the Nazis and Hitler winning the
war.
Besides being fun one person said playing wargames can be a "big ego
trip if you win. It gives you personal satisf·ction that you pulled
something off if you are intellectually competent."
Wargames can also be used by people as an outlet for their bloodthirsty
natures. In games you can kill and destroy without actually harming
anybody.
Wargames can also be educational. Vince Carson said, "They give you
a good grasp on the strategy and tactics of the time." Farmer said they
help you learn about people's psychology and "to gauge reactions in reallife situations."
Some of the favorite games that are played by UNM students include
Dungeons and Dragons, Russian Campaign, Patrol and Sixth Fleet.
At UNM there is an organized group of wargamers called the UNM ·
Simulations Association. It meets every Sunday at about noon in room I 10
in the Law School. They play all different types of wargames. Any
wargamers or people just curious as to what a wargame actually is are encouraged to drop by and see what it is all about.

KNOW WHAT YOU ARE DOING WHEN
BUYING OR SELLING A HOME

Because of the career I have chosen, I may someday be called
upon to kill a man I have never met and may well have become
friends with. The crime of destroying a worthwhile. human being is
not in any way lessened because it takes place in a war.
If the time ever comes, I will commit the murder and learn to live
with it because my obligation to the people of this nation is far
greater than my obligation to an abstract.
I will sacrifice an ideal for the preservation of a reality. The courts
of·this nation have the same obligation.
David L. Roberson
Editor-in-Chief
Susan Walton
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When Consumerism Comes to School

Straighten The Record~
On Punishment Stand
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From only one or two new games being published every year there are
now between 60-100 new games appearing each year.
Wargames are usually played on a board which represents different
types of terrain. The playing pieces are usually small cardboard pieces
which represent the actual men, weapons and equipl!lent that originally
fought the battle.
How many of you played with toy soldiers when you were little? Well, ·
for you there is a branch of wargaming called miniatures. Miniatures are
Photo by Koren PanagB.kcis
small-scale model figures of ·soldiers, horses, cannon, etc., which are
Wargames are becoming increasingly popular and manufacturers cater to the whims
moved around a playing area according to set rules.
of the populace as varieties overflow the store shelves.
• Each game has a set of rules by which the pieces are ~oved and battles
are fought.
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By Daniel Ball
The University's refusal to
reveal the records of an elementary education faculty member
is typical of UNM's disregard for
'I consumerism."
Since when is UNM not
obliged ·to submit records according to the Freedom of Information Act 1972? This act
requires public administrators to
turn over documents in the
public interest.
Since when does UNM fight
for a principle of academic
freedom, not guaranteed by the
U.S. Constitution? When does
the academic process remain
separate from the scrutiny granted other organizations in our
society? Should claims of
discrimination be ignored?
The University is responsible
to the students, society, and itself. If an attack of impropriety
is levied, the University should
cooperate since education is
the primary interest. Is there a
Certainly environment has an effect on behavior, and I do not try .
better way of weeding out the
• to belittle the conditions of the poor and o'ppressed. People do
bad personnel? Perhaps protechave the ability to think, however, and the ultimate responsibility
ting a job, and the disparities
for individual action lies with the individual.
among grade assignments is the
In order for someone to be reformed, it is absolutely necessary
real motivation.
that he have a desire to be reformed. If that desire is not present,
I can cite two examples that
then there is nothing more that can be done to help the individual.
assert possibly unknown examThe threat to society must still be eliminated, and this cannot be
ples of numerous illegalities at
done by locking the individual away with other criminals to be
UN M. The ethics of faculty and
released unchanged a few years (or months) later.
students is involved in any
exemplary situation.
At such a point it is no longer possible to satisfy the needs of
1) After receiving a grade of B both society and the individual. Society's needs must then prevail,
in a tennis class, I kindly asked and the individual must be destroyed.
the teacher to raise the grade to
This is not justice, but it is the only real solution to the immediate
an A. After all, everyone else in problem. In killing, society has perhaps lost an ideal and gained a
solution. This is an unpleasant reality, for we live in a real world and
not an ideal one. In such extreme circumstances, we must be
prepared to sacrifice an ultimate ethic for practical necessity. We
must cut off the diseased finger to save the whole.
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A young girl in jeans, bobby socks and saddle shoes is doing the Lindy
Hop, a new dance craie, celebrating the new hero Charles Lindbergh's
trans-Atlantic flight.
A young· couple sits on the steps outside talking cool. He says,
"Howzabout a ride in my souped-up' car.'' She says, "I'd rather have 3
date with FDA." (Rhyming was big in the 40's. Saying "heyyyy!" just·
wasn't good enough.)
The boy with acne joined the army since he wasn't right on top of it, so
t< • speak, with the girls anyways.
Mom and Dad sat around the house listening to the fireside chats with a
deep sense ~>f patriotic pride. It was the American way ..
Going to school in·the 50's was a riot. I found an old transcript in the attic one day of a typical straight-A student.
He had "Techniques in Smoke Ring Blowing," "3-D Film Appreciation," "Fundamentals of Flagpole Sitting," "Marathon Dance
4663," and a class for home-ec gourmets called "The Art of Goldfish
Swallowing."
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIII II 1111111111111111111111111111110p
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A series of FREE one-night lecture/seminars
are being presented as a consumer service to
show you the pitfalls to avoid and the protec·
tive measures you should take when buying
or selling a home. Experts from the various
related fields will show you exactly how to
GET YOUR MONEY'S WORTH when making
this most important investment! No charge.
No reservations required.
TO BE HELD

AT THE
CONVENTION CENTER
(Taos Room)

Tomorrow Night
Wed. Feb. 2

7:30P.M .

Want to read faster? Tonight Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics is
offering free classes. Come to a free class tonight, and you'll be able
to increase your· reading and study speed as much as 50 to 100 per
·cent.
No cost, and no obligation.
Find out how much easier school can be. Join the millions who've
taken a free speed reading lesson and doubled their reading speed on
the spot. With the same or better comprehension.
Then, take what you 1ve learned and put it to use tonight to speed up
·
your reading and studying.
Tonight.
Over one million people from around the world have already turned
to the Evelyn Wood reading method.
These unique, copyrighted techniques are now taught in over 300
cities throughout the world. Average course graduates can do an
hour's Tea.ding in less than 15 minutes.
Read thousands of words in a minute--that's pages in seconds, chapters in minutes, and books in less than an hour.
80 per cent ofa college student's time is spent reading. Isn't it about
time you made it easy on yourself?
Come to a free speed reading class tonight. Only one hour--and it
could save you hundreds of hours.

Sponsored By

News Editor
Tim·Gallagher

Asst .. News l:ditor
[);lvo f-lynn

Photo Editor
Wendell T. Hunt

Copy Editors

Advertising Manager

Rebekah Szvmanski, Dolo(es Wood

Harry Chapman

Robert J. Domenici
(Vice President, Albuq Nationalt'f3ank)
Richard D. Godfrey
(President, Society of Real Estate
Appraisers)
John M. Henderson Ill
(Vice Presid~nt, Roger Cox & Assoc. Inc.)
P.C. Templeton
(President, First American Title Co.)
~

Come to a free speed reading lesson today.
Get

Your
iliONE'\':'S
lvo n Ttl-\

7:30p.m.
Room 253 Student Union Building
University of New Mexico Campus
Evelyn Wood Rea-1ing Dynamics
Phone 266-7322
Student Tuition Plan Avail able
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Tom Plunkett
& Wolf Aguilar

Ham111,
Fawcett
Live On
(at UNM)
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The tube features various trend setters. Hair styles are frequently affected by video stars whether they be Lois Lane, Doris Day, George
Harrison, Jacqueline Kennedy or Mickey Mantle.
In our own age of bionics and super cops, the new styles range from the
Delvecchio, in which the follicles are given a Mazola oil lube job, to the
Farrah Fawcett-Majors, whereby the hair is submitted to a grueling
process of conditioning, setting, and styling.
Naturally a viable alternative must be available for those who have little
time for such treatments. Dorothy Hamill, Olympic skater and television
commercials star, has brought us the alternative-the short-and-sassy
look.
The LOBO roving photographers were able to catch many look-alikes of
the current hairstyle trends. (Actually, the hair is the same. Only the faces
have been changed ... )

Photograph by Miguel Gandert
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February
Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

1

6

Borulu Sact.'d for Droll' II
inp, 1932 jt•un Renoir.
A Hodt·y Film

Ft·~tinll

prc~nts

7

The OsiJ)OV ll:lhlailm
Orchc~lra

with stars of
lht• Dohhol Dnllt'l and
Oper!l, 8:15p.m., Pope·

8

Wednesday

2
9

joy Hnll

I

13

14

The J>raguc Chamber
Ord1t'.~lra, 8:15 p.m.,
l'o1n•joy llall

15

Thursday

3
llamld - German film
version with Maxlmillfal'
S<:hcll, 7:30p.m •• Popt"jO)' Hall

16

I
I

Ir

Home Brukctball Came ..
Colorado State, 7:35
p.m., UNM Arena

10
17

l!

Friday

Tra,·cl Film - Paris, Ken
Armstrong, 7:30 p.m.,
Popcjo}' Hnll; "Old

Foe<> of l97T l!NM

Faculty/Staff Scholarship show for
Presidential Scholarship Fund, 8:00
p.m., RodeyThcatrc

20

21

jan Concu1, Music
Dept. and ASUNM. 8:15

p.m ..

Popej:-~y

Hull

22

23

Sherlock Holmes- Broad-

way Hit. 8:15 p.m.,
Popejoy Hall

24

Patrick
Moynihan Speakers
CommiUce
8:00p.m., Popejoy Hall

<,

Home Ba.~ketball Game •
Unh,.erslty or Wyoming,
7:35p.m., UNM Arena:
The Eastman Quartet
with Frank Glaser, 8:15 p.m. 1l'opejDyHnll

4

11

Saturday

5
••

Basketball
Arizona
Statr, Arizona; N'w
Me:clet~ S)'mphon)' o,.
chcslr.a, 8:15 p.m.,

12

265..1689

265·3689

"Old Faces ol 1977"
UNM FacultyiStaffScho·
larship show for Presidcntial Sd1olarship Fund~
8:00p.m •• RodcyThcatrc

18

Eliot Feld Balle-t. 8:15
p.m., Pnpejtly Hall:
Home Basketball GameBrigflnm Young, 7:35
p.m., UNM Arena

25

19

Baskclhall at University
of Arizona, Arizona;
New Mexico S)"mphony
Ord1c5lra, 8:15 p.m.,

"Old Fo= of 1!117"
UNM Facultr/StaffScholarship show for Pres!~
dcntialScholar.~hipFund,

8:00 p.m., Uodey l'hcalrl'; Albuq•~erquc YouthSyrnJlhony,B: 15p,rn,,
Popejoy Hall; Basketball at the Uni·
\.·crsity of Te~~:a.s El Pa~o. El Paw

26

Horne 8a.~kf'tba!J Came •
Unlvcr~lt)
of Utah,
7:35p.m., UNM Arena~
Eliot Fdd Ballet, 8:15

p.m., 1'op<"j<JY Hall

i

I

',)

27

Tramp, 7'rmtrp, 'I'ramjJ,

1926 Burr)' Lail~doll
Hodt.'y Filrn fo\·.•th'al

28

®

SPEAKERS
for over six years.
From

~99

1 Monte Vista NE Near
Rn.:>n<;no available
28YEARS

Daily Lobo
Subscriptions
sl Ooo tull vear plus the
Summer Session

Marron Hall131

or by mall to:

UNM Bo:x 20, UNM
Albuquerque, NM
87131

Daily lobo
Classified
Advertising
Marron Hall
Room.105
or by mail to;

UNM Box 20, UNM
Albuquerque, NM l ' 87131
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March
Tuesday

Monday

Sunday

I

The I U.dury nf jau in
Amcricn - The Nl'wport
jazz Fcsli\'nl All-Star;,

8:15p.m .• l)opL:jor Hall

Mununcn~chnnz ·Com·
~diam from Swilzcrland,

8:15p.m., Jlopt·joy Hall

3

llrury \-'- Olh·it•r\

m:L~-

tcrful film, 7:30 p.m.,
Popt•jor Hnll: "Kenne-

..

dr'.s Chlldn•n, R•OO
p.m .. Hod(·y Tlwa\rt·; Ba~kcthull JJI

4

''Kl'nnedy'~

Sunday

Saturday

Friday

Thursday

Wednesday

2

April
Chrldrt•n,"

8:00p.m .. Hm.ll•r Tht•atrt'

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Ghildn•n,··
p.m., Bodey Tlwutrl': U:t~kt'!bnll ul Golor-

5

"Kt•mll'dy's

12

"K<•mH"dy\
8:00p.m .•
In•

1

8~00

udn Stalt•, Cnlnrado

"The Prague Spring,''
musical,
p.m.,
Experlmental11watre

s.oo

Saturday

2

''1'h('

9

''Tiw Prup;ue Sprfn$:l,"
mu~ic-al,
p.m ..
I·:xrwrinwntal Theatre

Pru~tll'

Sprin~;·

mush.'nl, 8;00 jl.m.,
Expcrimcntal11Jcatrc

Wyoming", \'\'yomin).t

"Kcnnedfs Children,"
2:30 p,ITI,, HodcyTl1ca-

6

trt!; Donnn ~rcnac, So·
tmum; Ccor.t:c Hobert, planu; a'>slstcclhy L('onard Fclber~. \·Jolin; Jo·
anna de Kl'}'.'>t'r, ,cdlo,8:l5 p.m.,
Keller Ilnll: ;'lo/c,·er \\'l'aken (1021}
and Otht•r Short.~ hr Hurold Llcwd,
Summmkin (H161) l..t'O Poldo Torre:\11~"011. Hodt·r Film F't•.<;tf\·al

CULTURAL

EN1'ER·
SEHIES'
LOVES LABOCn I.O~T
A royal b.altlc of till' SCX•
cs. Pdpl'joy Hall

13

TA1N~1E~T

7

8

15

14

9

10

"Kt•ruwth··~

8:00

tn•

Childn•u,"

p.n1 .. Rodt·y Tht·a-

17

16

11

''Kt>nnNh \

Childrl'n,"

k:OO p.ni .. R(Jdl•y Tlu•a{rl'

C:hlldrm,"
T/l(•a·

llrldt•~·

10

19

18

3

··.

21

20

22

23

24

25

"An Ewnin).l of Dane(•
Ttwatrc,·· 8•00 p.m.,
Hnd(·~· Thcatrt•

26

Durn•! Uuudall, Obrn.•,
·1:00 p.m., Kellc:r Hull

''An Etl'llin~
Th{'<llrt•, .•

(J[

s,oo

Hc1dt•y Tlwatn•

Dnnc('
p.m ..

17

~fer! on

,r

tin· :\lin-it's,

2:.10 p.m., Hoclt'r Tlwa-

tr<': The Hidclle uf I.umcn
1912 Stan Drokhal!''
film~ by Gary Th!ht•man from l!Jml
until nmv. A Rmlt>y Jo'ilm ft'\ll\nl

4

5

11

12

''The

Prag_~1e
mu~ical,

Sptin~ ...

6

p.1n,.
Experimental 'f!Jeatrc

13

"Tiw PI UJ!Ut' SJJring,"
musical, R:OO p.m.,
Expt'rimental Tht>atre

s.oo

7

14

18

19

20

21

25

26

27

28

..The Pro gut• Spring-,"

s.oo

mu~icnl,

p.m.,
ExJK'rimt•ntul Tht>alrc

"The Pra,::ut• Spring,

..

s.oo

musit'al,
p.m ••
Extx>rirn('Jllll11"hl'atre

.. r

~lerlon
till' :\tovic.~
8:00 p.m .• ltodc-~· Tht•a-

''"

"Th~

l'ra~t·

Spring."'
p.m .•
E~j"X"rimenlal 'Illcatrc:
1'hc SrrarJhiu Trio.
Lconnrd Fclht>rg, dnlln: Joanna cll•
Kt•J'«-r, cf'llo: Gt•orgc Rohl'rt, pi·
nno~ as.sl~trd by ilt>th('rt Le\·in~on,
\-lola, R: 15 p. JU., Kl'll('t I fall

8

mu~ical,

s.oo

''Tiw Prap;ul• Sprin_g,"'
Ill USit:aJ,
p.m.,
ExperimNllal Tlwatrc\
:\-lerlnn
the .\lo,ics,
k: 00 p.m., Rodl'y Thcatz-e

15

s,oo

or

.. r

:\Ierfon
the :\fu~·iMO.
8:00p.m .• Rndf•y Thl'a·
trc; Joanna df' Kcncr,
ct•llo: Geor~e Hoix•rt,
piano, 8: 15 p.m., Kcllt'r flail

22

16

s.oo

..

"Tht• Prn,:_,>"Ut' Sprin~.
2 perfC)rmanc-l's, 1 ~oo &
4:00p.m •. Expcrimt'ntal

TllC'ntre; ,\[crton of \he
p.m., Radt'y Tlwntn•

Mo,·ic~.R:OO

23

:\fcrton ,r 1Iw :\ffn·il'~.
R:OO p.m., Rnd(·y 1'/wa·
tr<'

flt('WIII!i

Floyd Wrlliam~. durinct: Arlette Flcberg,
piano; as.~l~tl'd br m.•rht•rt V.>\'imnn, \'iolll,
li: 15 p.m., Kdlcr Hall

28

27

JVC

29

"The Most
Sound for
Your M.oney"

<;~'1\~\IIG

"'0c:

30

31

Daily Lobo
Subscriptions
Sl000 all year plus the
Summer Session

Marron Hall131
or by mall to:

z
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OVER 26YEARS

Theatre, a.oo )J.m.,
Rnclt•r Thculrt•: "Tht·

l'raJ.:Ut· SJlrin).(." mu~!cal,
R: 00 p.m., Experinwntal Tl1t.•utrl'

quality components
tape decks, TV
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Trends

Students Caught by Conservative Backlash
By Dolores Wood
The era of the 60's brought years
of street blockades, building
takeovers, drug taking, tear gas
throwing and student riots. The
questioning of morals and

l

disregard for rules instilled tension
and fear in those who did not
understand what was happening.
After mo~t societal upheavals,
there is a backlash of conservatism,
as people retreat into the protective

J

shell of the reliable ways of the the English department, who has
past. UNM seems to be in the been teaching at the university
middle of such a backlash in the since 1939, said a change in student
opinions of many professors who attitudes is evident in the emphasis
they place on learning funsurvived the era.
·
damentals.
"I've heard from the
Professor Katherine Simons of
students that they want more
courses that teach them the
basics-that teach them how to
write. I think perhaps the pendulum
is swinging back-it is for all of

Health Foods Rise
To Taste Trends:
Interest Germinates
time.
"People are getting back to
natural drinks," he said.

By Teresa Coin
College students have been
known
to
eat
almost
anything-greasy potato chips,
gooey banana splits, donuts by the
dozen, peanut butter malts, and
even goldfish. But if there's any
trend in students' eating habits
today, it's toward more natural and
healthy foods.

The Hippo Ince Cream Parlor on
Stanford does about half its
business selling natural ice creams
and drinks: But, Julianne Terrill,
manager of the parlor, said, "I
think the customers buy the natural
ice cream because it tastes good,
not just because it's healthy."

The number of natural food
cooperatives in Albuquerque has
grown from one to three in the last
year, and the two newest are in the
University area. Many natural food
restaurants have established
themselves on the south side of
campus and are doing lucrative
business.
on the grocers' she! ves we see
"Earth" bread in light and dark
varieties, whole grain hot dog buns
with no preservatives added, soy
bean munchies with sea salt, and
"Sweet Acidophilus" milk with
good-for-you bacteria. Even Jill's
Bakery, Albuquerque's biggest
supplier of sugar-coated calories, is
now selling natural bakery goods.

Photograph by Miguel Gander!
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Sunday

1

Clo5ed Period
J>re-cxaminatrnn

2

Begin~:
w~'(k

&m~lt•r Final Exam/na•
Hom Bc..:fn

9

8

VVednesday

Tuesday

Monday

3

10

4

11

5

12

Saturday

Friday

Thursday

6

7

13

14

I~··,

\! \'

Health and nature have become
big business, reflecting the trend.

.I•

Betty Baker, assistant to the food

:\:I
Closed l'crlotl ~iHh:
Fh1al El.:amln~lion<o<"nd;
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Il·

15

C<lmmnlccmciJt,
p.m •• UNM Arena

7:30
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16

17

23

22
29

24
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line with professional
quality at homq prices. Come sec
the full line ar;d join us for a cup of
coffee. WE TALK SOUND and cal'·
ry most leading brands at com pet•

titlvc prices!
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FOR OVER 26 YEARS

Daiiy Lobo
Subscriptions

$1QOO full year plus the
Summer Session

Marron Ha11131
or by mail to:

UNM Box20
Univ. of N.M.
Alb., NM 87131

Daily Lobo
Classified
Advertising
Marron Hall
Room 105
or by mail to:
UNM Box 20, UNM
Albuquerque, NM
87131

Faculty
To Study
Energy
Four UNM faculty members
have been named as consultants in
a project-designed to determine the
feasibility of heating . the New
Mexico Institute of Mining and
Technology campus with geothermal energy.
Shlomo Karni, professor of electrical engineering and computer
science Micha Gesser, professor of
'
.
economics;
Peter Dorato, chairman of the electrical engineering
and computer science department,
'and Richard Passamaneck,
assistant professor of mechanical
engineering are the faculty members involved in the one-year
program.
The New Mexico Energy Institute is providing the funds for
the project with $9000 allocated for
UNM's involvement.
The project is designed to
examine the feasibility of transporting heat from a geothermal
source located three miles from the
institute.

. Many students who live and shop
in the University area buy fruits and
vegetables at the Farmer's Market
on Stanford.
A spokesman for the store said
that the students buy everything in
the store.

us."
Students in general seem to be
more interested in working and
getting ahead than they did when
the "radicals" of the 60's, who
challenged the authority of the
professors, rejected the established
ideas of the past.
Students seem 'to be less concerned with a liberal education, said
Howard Tuttle, chairman of the
philosophy department. "They
want to get jobs and to have more
's~curity, rather than feeling they
have to answer for the values and
despositions of others in the name
of some current ideology."
In the area of art, "The trend is
to much more conservative and
representational works," said
Professor Sam Smith of the Art
Department. "We're becoming
more conscious of the craftsmanship of the arts. We're not so
much into philosophy. It comes
down to 'if you can't see it, it ain't
there.' "

century, rather than reading the
more minor authors.

"They really are health oriented
Prof. Bainbridge Bunting, who
and know how to cook it all or eat it
teaches art history, said he finds the .
raw," she said.
students of the 70's more serious.
Kerry Morris, manager of the "They do their homework better
Lobo Grill, has noticed the trend and have a greater concern over
"We've been selling much more toward natural foods and is grades. Whether that's good or bad
fresh fruit than last spring, and thinking about adding frozen I don't 'know, but in the 60's the
we've been pleased with the way yogurt to the restaurant but he says students just didn't give a damn."
frozen yogurt has been selling," she the machines are very expensive.
Students are much more con~aid.
cerned
about taking courses that
"They cost about $8,000," he
are
practical
and that prepare them
The manager of a local health said ..
.for a vocation. "Graduate students
store said health foods are
becoming more popular all the
Morris said the only thing that is are taking more business and public
deterring students from going administration courses," said
completely natural in their eating Graduate School Dean Bernard
Spolsky.
"Enrollment
in
habits is the cost.
Engineering is also up."
"Those health food restaurants
Even in the area of literature, the
charge $2 and up for a sandwich
students seem 'to be primarily inand students just can't afford that
terested in Classics of the past. A
every day," he said.
teacher of nineteenth century
American literature said the
Both Creamland and Price's students of the 70's are more indairies are beginning to supply terested in the established authors
restaurants around the city with of that time. "There is a greater
frozen yogurt dispensed in interest on the part of the students
machines like those that dispense on a few master authors of the
soft ice cream.

service manager at the New Mexico
Union, has noticed a trend toward
natural foods but said students are
still eating a lot of donuts and
pastries.

--

!

t

"There is a tendency to concentrate on such authors as
Melville, Hawthorne, Pope, Twain,
and James," said Prof. George
Arms. The students of the 60's had
been more interested in reading
authors such as Oliver Wendell
Holmes, James Russell Lowell,
Mary Wilkins and Bret Harte.
In architecture, students seem to
be concentrating on methods of
building and what th'e building will
be used for, rather than focusing on
architecture as a form of art, said
Morton Hoppenfeld, chairman of
the architecture department. "In
the past there was more concern for
the aesthetics, now there is more
concern over how to build."
Students have been less into
drugs, as a rule, and are turning
more to sororities and fraternities
for their social activities. Students
of the 70's who look back on their
days in college will not see the
reckless chaotic scene that the
students of the 60's remember.
Rather they will see more of the
none-to-the-grindstone strain of
making the grade.

-----

Watch For The
GRAND OPENING
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Tonight

"The Purple Room"
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in the Student Union Buil0-ing
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Delicatessen-Style Food

"Inexpensive libations Anc'
Efficacious Ent.aq:Jfnment"

on Friday and Saturday Nights
7:30p.m. to 12:30 a.m.
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-"'c For Thrills And Danger Try lnnertubing

Permanent Tradition Sought
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By Tim Higgins
The cri.sp smell of mountain air,
the thrill of speeding down a snowy
hi 11 , t he s n a p o f breaking
bones-all are part of the exciting
·
world of the innertuber.
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Inner tubing consists of sliding
down a snow-covered incline
while sitting on, lying on, or
desperately clutching an inflated
tire inner tube.
The sport, which is sort of a
third-world answer to downhill
skiing, seems to be catching on in
New Mexico, where steep mountainsides offer excellent conditions
for it.
John Hayden, research assistant
for the Sandia District of the Forest
Service, said, "I don't know when
inner tubing first became popular,
but it is increasing now, I guess
because it's cheap."

., •
(Continued from Page

•

Fads Never Dle

I)

and small household pets.
For hobby enthusiasts there were kits to
make macrame meatloaf and X-rated movie
props.
In Washington, there were free samples
passed out of D?icro-en~ap~ulated. handkerchiefs filled With persp1ratwn. This was
for any television appearance or if one of t~e
representative's constituents should walk 10
and find a dry Congressman.
Speaking of dry Congressmen, ther~ was a
disappointing acceptance of the Elizabeth

Ray home secretarial courses. The lessons
were often interrupted by the city's vice
squad.
.
.
Last but not least was a new model ship by
Aurora which included every detail of an oil
tanker even down to the Liberian
registration, a miniature Coa~t Guard cu.tter
and a bottle of three-in-one 01! to spread 10 a
pool around the boat..
.
Ed. 's note: This arllcle deals wllh fads and
trends in Medina's typical broad and
generalized manner. Specific trends and fads
are dea/th with in/he res/ oftoday's issue.

The Sandias are especially
favored by tubers-there were
more than thirty medical emergencies caused by tubing there j4st last
year. All of those cases required first aid by local search-and-rescue
teams before the victims were transported to hospitals.
Hayden said, "Without a doubt,
inner tubing is the one activity from
which we have the greatest number
of serious accidents-both in numbers and in the rate of accidents for
the number of participants."
Hayden said that neck injuries
and concussions were among· the
most common tubing injuries.
"One guy broke his pelvis on both
sides-he was just a sack of skin
around a bunch of .loose bones," he
said.

The Cultural Program Committee
The University of New Mexico

Injuries usually involved the
striking of a rock or tree, or
negotiating a jump that sent the
tuber out of control.

Popejoy Hall Presents

Two years ago, the Forest Service was considering banning inner
tubing from its lands because of the
dangers involved.
Although such a ban hasn't come
about, Hayden urged tubers to use

G_-reek Membership Rises

runs that wer~ free o.f obstacles and
that ended m uphill slopes- that
would slow the tubes.
Hayden said that from the ~ores!
Service's point of view, the btggest
problem with inner tubes in the
Sandias
is
parking-tubers
sometimes park on both sides of
the highway and block traffic.
Hayden said tl)at the Forest Service
has towed cars away for that
reason.

By Russ Alberti
In the area of campus nostalgia,
pe~haps the first thing to come to
mind are the sources of campus
activity-fraternities.·

·:.

Has New Hours.····.
Mon-Thur
Friday
Saturday

Four years ago, fraternities and
sororities, once the center of
campus events, experienced a drop
in membership. Fraternity leaders
said the loss was due to changing
attitudes
towards
these'
organizations and because of
government and. educ~tional
philosophies associated with the
Greek system.

Hayden said that, although
tubers could be found anywhere
along the Sandia Crest road,- the
Doc Long picnic area and La
Madera ski area were popular. He
said that the Forest Service is considering building a run near the
Capulin Picnic area for sleds and
inner tubes, if the funds become
available.

10am-6pm

But, these attitudes have changed
and the UNM Greek system has
now reversed the trend and is
enjoying a steady rise in the number
of new membership pledges.

Cl)arter to Europe

Douri feels that one way to
maintain fraternity prominence is
by strengthening ties betwe.en
To build that rise in membership, chapters through the Intrafratermty
the majority of fratemi ties are now Council. "We should work
undergoing a rebuilding process to together in IFC to reach our mutual
add some sort of continuity, they goals. If one fraternity suffers, we
hope, to establish a permanent all suffer," Kouri said.
tradition. This is done by furnishing themselves with memb.ers
Competition between fraterwho will be helpful in strengthemng nities Kouri believes, should be
' But a fraternity
. m.
and expanding their clubs.
tough.
corporating vicious tactics . to
Fraternity leaders believe that the degrade a rival will be hurt~ng
Greek system is once again a way of themselves. "They'll be cuttmg
life in the University. They 'Yant to their own throats," Kouri said.
keep it that way.
"The whole system will hurt."
Sigma Chi president Dana
Sigma Chi is the largest fraternity

A neophyte inner tuber might
wonder why a tube might be
preferred over more traditional
things like sleds. Part of the answer
may lie in the greater challenge
presented by an inner tube.;-after
all, a sled can be steered. A
speeding inner tube can at best only
be slightly influenced, with a combination of body-leaning and
prayer.
One of the two accepted
positions for riding an inner tube is
the belly-down, or missionary
position. This gives the tuber the
best chance of hanging on to. the
tube.
The other popular position is sitting down, which gives the rider a
·better view of where he is
going-theoretically. In reality, inner tubes tend to spin in mid-run so
that the rider doesn't get a view of
where he is going but only a last
look at his friends on top of the
hill.

The Sigma Alpha Epsilon
chapter at UNM pledged 15
students this semester adding to the
fraternity's already large roster of
50 members. SAE treasurer Lyle
McDaniels shares Kouri's beliefs
concerning
intrafraternity
cooperation. "We all need to make
the Greek system more appealing.
We can do it if we work together,"
McDaniels said.
The Fijis (Phi Gamma Delta)
have so far pledged 17 rushees this
semester. With 55 active members,
they rank as the largest chapter on
campus (along with Alpha Tau
Omega).

· Phi Delta Theta and Kappa
Alpha also report a good semester.
Both have about 30 active members
with the Phi Delta pledging 12 and
the Kappas pledging 15. Bill
Langnau, Phi Delta Theta's IFC
representative is enthusiastic about
the future of UNM's Greek system:
"The system at UNM may not be as
large as we would like it, but we
have the people to rnak e 1't s t rang. "
Phi Delta Theta is in the process of
rebuilding.

Reading Course To
Be Taught In Albuquerque
Sp~ed

Monday, February 7, 8:15p.m.
Tickets $9.00, 8.00, 7.00, 6.00, 5.00
ASUNM & GSA Students - V2 price

on campus with 57 active members
and 12 new pledges this semester.

Alpha Tau Omega's president,
Joe Werntz, reports a solid year for
his chapter. Fifteen students
pledged A TO this semeste~. The
chapter is composed of 55 acttves.

Whatever inne[-tubing -style is .
chosen-downholl or crosscountry-a safety-conscious person
can enjoy the sport enough to
develop an addiction to it. This is
known as Tuber's Syndrome, or
tuber-culosis.

procedures and a tuition
that is much less than
similar courses.
These meetings will be
held in room 231-E ol the
Student Union Building on
the Unin~rsitv of New
Mexico Camp~s, with the
exception of the Th ui·sday,
February 3, meetings
which will be held in roo1n
231-A. The Jirsl meeting
will be held Wednesday,
Fcbnran· 2, at (): 30 and
8:30
Additional
mt'elings will bt• held
Thursdav and Friday,
Februarv' 3 and 4 a! (j: 30
and/;: 30 p.m., and Satui'da\'
at
10: 30 a.m.
M~etings will also be held
Monda\' and Tuesday
FC'bl'titll:,. 7 mid o at 6:30
and o:30· p.m. The final
mc•elinp;s will be held Wednc.lday, Febtuary !J, at
(): :3u and again at ll: 30
p.m,
Classes arc limited and
d ass pi aces wi 11 be filled
on a first come first served
basis onlv. Be sure to attend the. earliest meeting
possible to insure a class
place. Group rates are
available upon request.

9am-llpm · ·
9am-Midnight
lOam-Midnight

Now Open Sundays

Paid Advertisement

The
United
Stales
Heading Lab fs offering
their famous speed reading
course to a limited num bcr
of qualified people here in
the Albuquerque area. The
average person who completes this course will read
five to eight times faster,
and with substantially impro\·ed comprehension and
better concentration.
This famous comse has
taught many thousands of
people to read over a
thousand
words
per
minute with the abilitv to
understand and retain
what thev have read much
own• effective!\', The
m·rrage graduate ~an read
moM novt'ls in less than one
hour. For more complete
detail.; about this famous
spc(•d n•adi ng course be
sure to allcnd one of the
free OIH' hour orientation
l(•cturcs that hm·c hc•cn
sched led. These lectures
arc• open to the public,
abow the age of 13 (persons under 18 should be accompanied by a parent if
possible), and the courses
will be explained in com·
plcte detail, including class
schedules,
instructior

•(

2 to 9 weeks • From $379
2 weeks guided Europe~n Tour
Inclusive $560 plus flight
For information write

INTERTOUR
1308 Don Diego
Sante Fe, N M 87501
505-983-8534

-----.--

Something To Crow About!

Peace Corps And
Vista.Are
Coming

Use
Your
Degree
InA
Different
Way.

On Campus
Feb.1,2,3

Interviewing
Placement Office:
Mesa Vista
Hall

Information Table:
Student Union

Lambda Chi Alpha, with 39
actives is expecting 12 pledges this
semest~r. Phi Sigma Kappa is in the
midst of a rebuilding stage and is
coming back strong. Phi Kappa
Alpha pledged 13 this semester and
is also rebuilding with new
members. Sander Rue, the chapter
president said he is more interested
in the quality of his members than
in the club's quantity.
A new chapter on campus, P.hi
Kappa Psi, will be initiated into Its
national organization next fall.

·,;,m,

T.h ASUNM scnatots will be at a table in the glass

cases con the •nain floor of tlte SUO from_ IO:.:lO n.m.
till 2:00p.m. Wetl. Feb. 2 and l'~urs. hb. 3. Any
MUdcnt wishing to talk to a senator tS welcome,

i
f

"I

I

Delta Delta bella is <mcring one full. and lwo pllr·
tiultltltion scholarship.~ avni~able f?r fn'll 1977. A~
plkations will be available f•cb. 3 Jn. o~".11 .Abram 5
office. All undergraduate women arc ehgtblc. Ap·
plicntions due Feb. 18, 1977.

Veterans and dcpcndcnts attcnd.ing sch(.)ol under
the Gl nill plca~e come to Mesa V•sta mom 2122.to
verify your stntll'> in \chao!.
Dr. C.Y. Cheng will Speak

o~ "•l~w

to M,nkc ~nd

Protect an lrlvctltfon'' Tt1cs. h~b. 1• '" the Cl1errl!cal

Engineering nuilding 1 room 107.
George Brook'~ -.b. er-nsscs,

!86 •187·'

ooi-002~

have to drh'C bccall<;C the Tramway wm be closed.

will

The ASA Gallery 1~ looking (or people lo help in n\1
aspects of its operation. All Interested cali84Z·8585.
A workshop on "Masculine-Feminine Principles in
Humanity Today,. w!U be held Feb, 31 4l S spon.sor~~
by the Symphony of Ufc. Fcc ror the workshop IS ~g
per person and rc-regimatlon is TC(]Ucstecl. C1.ll 8 •
9I20.

the \"urld~ianwul illt'1\ls

BUV1
GET1

f.:or th~ top JfollywOOtJ

FREEi

Monday· Saturday
7:30.8:30

Boogie To:

Fine Line
UNCLE NASTY'S
"A Good Place To Make Friends"

1

1lrbttylo.1v~ 1..1U~t.l

it

"the pcrfC(t h.1in-ut~' And no wu11tl~': wj~~ ~udt idc01l
\hi'I\'Jt' .11ul c:~~trMmlit\.1ry man:Jg~IHh~~;· 11 ~ t.tll.'
l'jllfOillC ur ntu: h.tir dcsip,n.Anclnow II~ IIY;U!.Jble_.'" 'ls.lll
Willlout h.H·i11g LOgo W liolly•~ood. WHiuHJl h~' Utg
tn Pol)" ;o;t;.Jn r.nt, you'·'" prob.tb!y get Tfrr .s~ ~ II<IIr(UI. i
""'II lwmc- tuwrt for nlll mltth more thar1 you'n• now tuymg
aN ordi1 1,,ry hdirsl)'ll'• 1/r~ S'1'> /lamuf is .:n,Jil.dJit·,fora ""~cit' Iorin,,
, ex' lu5i..-dy ;~{ r.1.1rkho1m Styll' lnnO\.J.tOr5ho)l~. Alm11:. W11h tht'
li famou~ ;\1,1rkh"m f'rodl.lth designed to a lim\ your h.\lr to look -lrHI
~ rcrtorm its n,1(Ur.ll best. Call foro~n .lppointmenl niJ\Y. Look Ill )'UU/'
{ )'eliuw
undcr"IJ,lrhcrs'" for thl:' 11.une of tlu· M.ukham Style!
! lnno~.1tor Sht~p mMrest you.

p.igc~

Thi' $55/laircuf i.~ availnbfe/tir ri»•htlle lot IC.fl' at:

i\\;Jrl~lllllll International
Hair Design Centre
"Head Trips for Dudes & Dolls"

E;~~;~;~~apploint255-0166~
7804 Centrgl Sf _

~

j
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Attistic Rept.oductions •••

OVJ;[{"ii·AS .HlBS · Swnllrcrlrcar·round. Europe,

Classifieds

to collage prints of photos, plants,
product labels and graffiti. The
result is an old master effect,
complete with the crack-line of
aging.

II

Albuquerque"s Plantroom
The Healthiest Plants.Sold By The
Friendlie!$t People
Locally Grown House Plants
500 San Pedro

266-7025

(Corner Of Zuni and San Pedro)

The
Prisoner

Free
Video
Tapes

A Man

suddenly finds himself cast into a mysterious
StHr-,_;vrmunea community. Who is the Prisoner? Who
are his captors? A startling adventure series set in a
strange world that is at once beautiful and menacing.
Starring Patrick McGoohan.

Jan 31 -Feb 4
continuously 10:30- 3:00pm
Mesa Lounge
Across from Prontos
Sponsored by Student Activities

i
i

'!'

'!

intermediate, Weekly lectures, critiques, field trips.
Expcmivc but intensive, Limited to ten very serious
people. Call A-Photo.!lraphcr, 265w2444 for mutual
inlcrvicw, 2/4

Self Portro.it

Tuesday, Feb. 1 thru Sunday, Feb. 5

Drinks SOc
Tue. thru Thur.
7-9
4310 Central S.E.

266-7756

CONTACTS?? CASEY OPTICAL Company, 2558736. t fn
PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION, I. D. photos, Lowest
prices itJ town. Fast, pleasing. Call265-2444 or come
to 1717 Girard Blvd, NE. tfn
ATTENTION PREMED STUDENTS: full Mediral
School.~cholarships available. Cr.lt Gene Henderson
in Albuquerque, (505) 766-2335 collect; or write:
Navy Medical Programs Officer, PO Box 8667,
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87108. 211 B

SEEKING UNM student.'! who witnessed accident
Sun., Jan, 16, 2 a,m, at lead & Aliso, between '67

There shouldn't be any problem
with copyright laws for this use of
the copying machines, but administrators do frown on the
practice. To help alleviate this
problem, please do the next patron
a favor and wipe off your nose
print when finished.

Fads
•
1n
Arts·
and
media

All interested are welcome to attend.

TYPING: fast, accurate, reasonable. Spanish also,
256-9679. 2/9
.

1962 CHE.VY NOVA: 4-dr., good tra!)sportlllion,
$250.00. Call Steve, 298-1724, 211
1%9 BMW 2002: good condition, recent wor~. new

Micl1s. Best offer. Electric typewriter, ju.~t tuned
up, $100.00.277-6483.

GRUNDJG AM-FM-MPX STEREO: console/8track, turnt,,b]e, Like new, $100.00,843-7422. 217

integrated component
B track playerrecorder, separate lllrntable & speakers. $325.00, call
255-!1365 after 5. 2/1

AGORA-UNM's s1udcn1 crisis center, 277-3013.

'69 CHEVY: $400.00. Need:; work. 242~9427,

214

'64 RAMBLER: new rebuilt engine. Asking $600.00,
842-1299. 2/1

BRAND

NEW

FISHER

.~ystcm: MC-3010, AM·FM stereo,

2/J

PREITY PLANTS. 6001 Lomas NE. Plants-PolsMacrame. Very reasonable prices! 212
2 SI)EAKERLAB JWA YS. These arc exceptional.
$300.00/bcst offer. 26ft.0235. 212

MAC OR CHARlES who saw the bike accident on
Yale, Oct. 14-plca~c call 266·3842, Please-very

STEREO AM-FM RECEIVER: 15w per channel,
mrtomalic turntable, Dynancx J5w speakers,
$250.00. 242-1474, 243·3391. 212

Poli_cy fo,r Lip Servict••Notlce~ run the oar.
before and the day
the event, space !l\rajlable,
Notices aie riot accepted by phone: Orgnnb;at.Jlm~
m.'!Y• pick~ LIP' f?Jrm~ to mall in to the LOBO~

or

Dca~line for notic,es is 4:30p.m. tho_dpy,Pcfore

PUblication, Thr: LOBO r~;scrvcs tffe right to edit
JTQtiee-s: and delete those considered ·inopprepria

.

-~

tor this cnlum".

__,
__,

\0

collegiate crossword

shop.

PART TIME WORK; 72 openings, $400.00 a month,
Call255-2337, lw3p.m.only, 212
AS A WOMAN Air Force cadet you c::ompele for
your commission on the same footing as the men in
your class. There are scholarship programs available
to pay for your tuition, lcxtbooks ... plus $100.00 a
month-ta;o.: free. Contact the UNM Department
of Aerospace SlUdics, 1901 Las Lomas, Telephone
277-4602. 2/4
SEAMSTRESS NEEDED to sew curtain (70'>.:10')
for TV studio. Call linda, 243-7821, E11:t. 255. 2/4
EARN $20.00 for 2 hour eVening, for inviting 10 or
more of your studcm friends to your apartment 10
sec products for your apartment demonstrated such
as China, Cr)'stal, Cookware, Silverware, Cutlery,
Linem, etc. Apartment Planning and Entertaining
Inc. Call collect, ask for Shirley. (317} 259-4491.
2/18

1972 MAICO 250: rebuilt engine, need~ minor work.

_$300.00, will negotiate. 242-1474, 243-.'1391.

212

SCUBA GEAR: full outf'it, high quality. excellent
conc.litiort. $125.00. Michael, 243-7395, 212
1967 KliARMAN GI-IIA: body rough, runs good,
Ui-.c bra~e~; $:\50.00, 262-0786, after 7 p.m. 2/2
WAT[~RrJEDS: WATER TRIPS, 3407 Central NE.
Caterin!! to s1udcnt nect!s ~ince 1971. Inexpensive
furniture, Student spcciul: complete watcrbed sy.~tem,
$69.95. 2i21

ACROSS
I

6
11

COI\·1Pl. LiTE

BIW DARKROOM C\'erything
nccdcd·brand new, n~\·cr mcd, Ahno~t S700.00 new,
only $350.00.898-0391. 213

12

14
15

FENDFR DELUXE REVERB AMP. Very low pric('.!
Dan, 344-9964. 213

17

NPW SIIJPMf-NT of 150 Bertin bicycle~ plu<.,
11\.111\" J.r~m.·h m:cc~~oric~. Some U\eU hicydc.;, R.C.
llall~n·~. R43-9J78. tfn

18

H:~NI>l·R

PRH'ISJON

BASS:

1975, 265·1408.

2, I

nmhing incurable. $550.00. Kc\'in, afternoons, 292·1109. 214

I SAl \1CAT J·XAMS. Prepare now.
Pruf~·~.,rt1n:1l l•du..:ator., of New :>.icxico, In~.
5:'100. tfn

''Finding rhe Human Being In Waldorf
Education," a talk by Ron Jarman, will be given
Wed,, Feb. 2 at 7:30 p.m. in the SUU Ballroom.
Students $1 .oo.

For Rent

i9(;90A·i-SUN -ROAOSTER-:-Sick,

Services

A lecwre on Hl;cologicnl lm(1lic:uion5 of
Vnriatiam in Stommal Characteri~tic~ of Woody
Plants" by T.T. Kmlow~ki, Profc~!.Or 1 Department
of Forestry, School of Natural Rc~ources, The
Universilyy of Wisconsin will be given on Feb. 2,
1977 in Cnstcttcr Hall, room 139.

Employment
to $60.00. 441

214

H)UND: llGHT DIWWN PUPPY, mixed brccc!,
near UNM. Call255~7435, after 3:30, 2/7

WILL SACRIFICE EQUITY; repossessed Kirby
vacuum cleaner 1977. New guarantee. Assume payments of$7.47 a month. 255~7534, 217

PERSON TO SHARE furnished house with yard on
Girard. $117,50/month & ulililics. Call 268-7473 or
842-5394. 2/2

EARLY BIRD SPECIAL at Bakery Cafe: org&nic
homefrics, O.J.; $1.2S. 7:30-9:30 a.m.
118YalcSE. 212

REAL ESTATE SCHOOL start~ soon. Our clas~
thoroughly prepares you for tl1e New Mexico Real
£state e;.;amimuion, For reservations and further
inform<~tion, call Larry O'Neal at Chaparral Homes,
R~altors-296-071 I, eves. 299-6357, 2110

CHRISTMAS LAYAWAYS: unclaimed brand new
Sansui, Sherwood, Kenwood, Pioneer: turntables,
casseltcs, S-track recorders, 40o/G·60"/o off, while they
lasl. 255-7535. 2/7

WILL DO TYPING &some babysiuing In my home,
296-1678, after 12 p.m. 217

C(!g~, loa~t,

mrscellaneous

FOR REPAIR BILL: zigzag sewing machine. Makes
buttonholes, decorative stitches, blind hems, $27.00
cash or take over payments of $6.00. 255·7535. 217

UARAGE. IO'xl7' STORAGE or work
$30.00/mo., call255·8136. 2/1

'63 VALIANT: automatic, slant 6, $300.00. 2772669, between 5 and7. 2/1

EUI~O!)lYWO/U.DWHJE Academic c.lhcouut~ yc<~r
roLm<l. S.A.T.A. 422/l Fir.~l. Tucker, GA. 30034.
(800) 24 1-9{182. 2/8

UNCLAIMED LAYAWAY; color TV, Color & tint
controls, assume payments of $7.00 per month, New
warranty. 255·7534. 217

TYPING, ht QUALITY; eli!~. 883-7787. 212
UARR"t''~ H ECTRONW REPAIR, 206 San Pedro
<if·, ~M·O.'.l:'i. Ctllor TV'~. tape deck'>, <>terco, ampiltlcr..,, :mtn radio ... ln~!all burglnr alarm~. tooo
tlr~~ount fur <,\Udenl\ Y.ith fl)'~. Quick ~Cr\icC. lhcd
1 v· ... fur 'ale. 2 10

never alone. Jocks, freaks from
Yale park, and bold faculty
members would curse the occasional dolt who dared even
mentioned changing the channel.
"All My Children" has a large
college following nationwide, but it
is second in local ratings. First place
goes to "Another World," which is
viewed by 25,000 homes in the area.
Third is the "Young and the
Restless."
Top daytime game shows are the
"$20,000 Pyramid" and "Family
Feud." "Good Morning America"
outdoes any soap viewership.
Two long-running soaps have;
slipped a little.
"General
Hospital," an old favorite, suffers
from being bridged by the one-hour
"Another World.'' "Love of Life"
is also a little listless.
"Mary Hartman, Mary Hartman" has been moved to week
nights. Supposedly "Star Trek"
was giving it a good pounding in the
ratings.
However, on the nights MH, MH
conflicted with the "Tonight
Show," Mary was killing Johnny
with twice the viewership on
Thursdays, 18,000 women aged 18
to 49 to his 9,000.

2/4

KEEP THE HOME FIRES buming. Everyone Belly
Dances now I The Blue Hareern. 255-1967. 217

TAJ MAHAL TICKET SWAP: Have two Saturday/want Sunday. Call 842·124~. leave nom·
bcr. 212

H>UND: \VATCH in no-\mn[..ing rmrt ot' Sl!IJ,
I. 27 77. IJc~~rihc & da1m rm. IJI, !1.1arron Hall.
24

If you have any questions
call us 277-3013

TYPING: ALL TYPES, general, legal, Call Ruth,
266-4770. 2/7

BARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR, 206 San Pedro
SE, 2fi5·0335, Color TV's & all electronic equipment.
IORJo di~count for students with ID's. Used TV's for
sale. 2/10

$25.00 REWARD ror full blue backpack, laken at
Book~torc, 112$!17, $10.00 for parlial. Rosemary,
277-4017. Noque~tionsa~kcd. 212

Will be holding training
for new volunteers.
Wednesday, February 2
.at 7:30p.m.
Mitchell Halll22

GUITAR LESSONS for bcgi11ning to intermediate
players, from UNM guitar major. Call 247~
J574, 2/2

TO THE YOUNG LADY at the Grinder Cof·
fechou~c. Friday night: Sorry for staring, but thanks
for waving. Couldn't we get together $Oil1ctimc?
Mark. 842·0560. 2/1

BACKPACK: Taken from Bookstore, t/24/77. Need
histology books and binder. Please. l.orcnw, 3455100. 2/2

the top three soap operas (aka
daytime dramas) in the local
broadcast area.
A first semester freshman here, 1
used to watch Erica and her
enemies on a TV in the SUB. I was

2/23

20 PORTABLE TV's: $30.00
Wyoming N.E,, 255-5987. 3/24

!'~~-~~~:::_\~a~~~~.~~~~--~~------ -

Soap Gets in Your E,yes
In Television Dramas

MASSAGC: 298·471 8, appts. only,

BEEN HERE A SEMESTER and still don't know
anybody? Meet Sigma Nu, 242-3366. 2/1

MCN!-WOMENJ Job<> on ships! American. Foreign. No experience required, £:.xcellent pny, Worldwide lravct. Summer job or career. Send $3.00 for
information, SI~AI·AX, Dept. H-6, Box 2049, Port

Bette·r

PARKING I Vz blocks from SUB. $20/sem., 2663MJ. 2/4
7 S;;;S;-;E;;;S,-:-p:-,:-or"cs".,-;-ioc:-::;nal
FLAM,-;E;;'N;;C:-;:0:-D;:-A:-N:-:C:oE;:--;;C-;-LA
insuuction, beginning February, Cnll843~78l0, 214

For Se1le

importan_c'-~':..14'------------

Ho.nd Print:
Tho.n Autogro.phs

CUSTOM SEWING: Fashion or domestic. Done
With skill and imagination. 898-5977. 2111

brown/white Ford wago11 & '77 black Cordoba. If
you were there, plca~ecall242-4109,-'l'-'fn'-----

VOLUNTEER FIREFIGHTERS WANTED, Want
an interesting hobby? Join the Albuquerque Fire
Reserve. Receive training through the Albuquerque
Fire Depanmcnt. For information call 766-7884, a5J.;
for Chief Lujan, or 266·5303 or 268-4863 C\'cnings.

UNM's Student Crisis Center

The Last Mile Ramblers

BASIC PHOTOGRAPHY COURSE forming.
Taught by art-oriented profc.ssional. No h.istory,
chcrni.ltry of csthetics-ju!it solid !>hooting

techniques, lenses, individual instruction and heavy

AGORA
This Week

TYPING M.A. ENGLJSII. Selcctnc on campus, 296R5M. 2/4

Persone1ls

prnctkc in excellent darlo;room, Absolute beginners to

Old ffio.ster Eff~ct:·

-

.

PORTABLE ELECTRIC TYPEWRITER wirh case.
Good working order, $40.00. 299-1938, 2/7

I i

Next, put a white cloth over the
back of the head for better contrast. Shove the face as hard as
possible against the glass and have a
friend push the start button.

By Lynda Sparber
"That bitch Erica. Somebody
oughta kick her ass."
Erica is sly, seductive, and a
proverbial pain anywhere. She is
also one of the stars of the one of

•• 15 cents pet ·wotd pet do.y, one dollat minimum. Adc
vettlsements run five ot mote consecutive do.ys with no changes,
nine cents pet wotd pet day (no tefunds If cancelled befote five lnsettlons). Cio.sslfled o.dvettlsements must be po.ld In o.dvo.nce.
ffio.tton Hall Room 131 ot by mo.ll to : Classified Advertising, UNm
Box 20, All·
., .. , Nm 87131.

,.

2114

Tte1vel
.

i

To produce a print is not always
easy. It can be a pain in the back,
nose, and eyes. Brief trial and error
reveals that first the subjects should
squeeze shut their eyes if they value
their sight.

lr lti I~A\lr ll2111U ~\

B(l'\ 4490, llcr~clc~·. CA 947CJ4,

I

Hand portraits are said to be
more meaningful than celebrity
autographs, A friend of a friend
has begun a collection of different
hands she meets, including a front
and back set of the fist of Miss
Wool New Mexico.
Facial portraits arc in a height of
popularity on campuses in
Michigan, but occasionally subjects
are seen posing over copy machines
in Zimmerman Librarv.

Co llo.ge Art

'1. Am~rka, All\tralrrr, Ao,in, etc. All fil.'ld\, $500·
$1 :!Otl nwruhly. h pcno,co, r<lill, \l~ht .,cei ug. I· rce
infmrn.-Write: lutcrn;ltiomd Job t'enlcr, l>L•pr. Nil,

Coming
Soon

Italian
Fatso

Call
842·

New Mexico
Daily Lobo
Classified Advertising Rates
15¢ per word, $1.00 minimum charge
5 or more times-9¢ per word
Terms Cash in advance

20
21
23
24

25

26

27
28
30

31
33
36

40
41
42
43

Shaves off
Fernando - Type of vacuum
tube
Prevents
French cheese
Real estate incomes
Part of the sleep
cycle
Cardinal
Encountered
Leave out
Former boxing name
Yield
Not good nor bad
Defeat
Depend
Cherish
Overcome with fumes
Most like Jack
Benny
Attach fi nnly
En route (3 wds.)
Fa 11 flower
Kitchen utensils
Regatta
Russian ruler

44 Mora1ly low
45 Miss Naldi
46 Poetic contraction
47 Town near Naples
50 Rocky pinnacle
51 Runs in the nude
53 Airline company
55 Seat for two or

14 Poet Robert - -

16 Spirited horse
19 Water bird lZ wds.)
22 Kitchen appliance
24 Place for storing

water

26 Devastate

27 Left-over concoction
29 Ending for young or
56 Weapons
old
57 Portals
30 Understands
58 Sorrow
32 Banking term
33 Destinies
DOWN
34 Half of a balance
sheet
1 Pledge
35 Took the leading
2 Word before fire
3 Jungle noise
role
37 Restaurant em4 Advantage
ployees
5 Farmer's purchase
38 Thespians
(2 wds.)
39 Long for
6 Lasso
7 Comedian
41 Tickets
44 Actress Carroll
Schreiber
47 Roman statesman
8 Fix
48 --deck
9 Mr. Garfunkel
10 Flower parts
49 On the Adriatic
11 Vibration
52 WWII initials
54 Feather's partner
13 - - harm1er
more

Want Ads say it
in a'Big Way!!

Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Daily Lobo
_______ times beginning
. . . ... , under the heading (circle 9ne): 1.
Personals; 2. Lost & Found; 3. Services; 4. For Rent; 5. For Sale; 6. Employment;
7. Miscellaneous .

Marron Hall, Room 132
Mail To

U NM Box 20, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

Enclosed $ __ _

Placed by

. Telephone
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Anything Goes in the Seventies
By Koren Panagakos
In the fifties it was bobbie socks,
felt poodle skirts and saddle oxfords. In the sixties it was
miniskirts, nehru jackets and go-go
boots. Today, just about anything
goes.
Compared to earlier years, very
few fads dominate the fashion
scene. The days of Carnaby Street,
Guchi,- and Vogue directing our
choice of apparel seem to be gone
forever and the trends in fashion
that remain haven't reached the
height of popularity that was expected.
Gauchos were supposed to be the
big new fashion look of the
seventies especially when accompanied by boots, preferably
Frye boots. On the UNM campus,
this look seems to be basically
reserved for the sorority-model.
Don't try this look without the
boots (Vogue says it just isn't done)
or if you weigh 200 pounds or
more.

Starsky and Hutch sweaters are a
big seller this year. Just in case
you're not acquainted with the
term, they are the sweaters on the
mile-long racks at your favorite
department store. You probably
received one for Christmas as did
your best friend, whose sweater is
identical to yours. If that doesn't
give it away, they look like acrylic
or wool karate jackets.

year is no exception.
Pam Miller, owner of Pop Tops
in Montgomery Plaza, said that the
store's biggest seller is the FarahFawcett- Majors T-shirt. While '76
was the year of the Fonz, who is
now out according to Miller, '77 is
the Fawcett-Majors year tD- be
collecting the dividends from
noveltv items.

The comeback of dresses (on
women) hasn't lived up to its expectations. Barbara Greussing,
saleswoman at Goldwaters said,
"Dresses aren't starting to move
yet." She said she expects dress
sales to rise during the summer
months.

The most popular styles in
footwear for both men and women
are the negative soul shoes ("earth
shoes,") and boots said Bernie
Sena, store manager of Kinneys on
Menaul. While platform shoes were
once on the rise, they seem to have
taken a tumble and are now
definitely out.

Rumor has it that the bra is back
in. Trying to keep abreast of the
situation, the Lobo contacted a
local department store over the
phone, which said "they couldn't
give out that information.''
T-shirts are always in and this

One 70's trend is boots topped by gauchos.
i
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Overalls are a frequent
sight on the UNM campus.

Tom Logan, salesman at the
Lobo Men's Shop, said that the
new style in men's apparel is the
"Ivy-league look." This look is
exemplified by corduroy pants,
casual shirts, and v-necked
sweaters. Logan said the leisure suit
is now out-and leather is in for
evening wear which-if you recall
was made popular by the nazis in
WWII.
While the fashion looks listed
above may be popular now they
could die a sudden death and end
up in that great big St. Vincent
dePaul box in the sky. New styles
will emerge as quickly as the old
ones went out.

Plmto by Tom Plim kctt

Projected styles for '78 may
include the Jimmy Carter look,
exemplified by the Confederate
Army jacket accompanied by levi's.
There is also the Gary Gilmore
look, shown by a black sweatshirt
with a bulls-eye on the front, and
the Claudine Longet look
characterized by ski pants, ski
boots, and a holster with six-guns ..

The knickers are a rarer
sight on campus, but, according to the magazines,
are tops on the fashion list.

I' hoi o hy 'I 0111 !'tun kcll

